Revisiting Rock Art

WHEN YOU RETIRE, HOW WOULD YOU LIKE TO SPEND YOUR TIME?
Golfing is one option, so is playing bridge. But how about volunteering at a National Park? That's what one retiree has been doing and it's changing the way we “see” rock art.

Bud Turner showed up at park headquarters in Moab looking for a volunteer opportunity that would allow him to contribute something to the park while experimenting with his passion for digital cameras, filters and different photographic techniques. He was especially interested in photographing prehistoric rock art.

We settled on Barrier Canyon Style rock art as the subject of his project. This pictograph style is spectacular, and Canyonlands National Park contains a majority of known panels, including the Great Gallery in Horseshoe Canyon, the type site for the style. In many cases, the documentation of the panels is poor or nonexistent, so the project has a great benefit to park managers. It is also potentially interesting to archeologists and amateur enthusiasts because there is very little hard science regarding dating, pigment compositions, subtle stylistic differences, and a host of other possible research topics.

Mr. Turner agreed to provide the park with a high resolution photographic record of all the Barrier Canyon Style pictograph panels located in Arches and Canyonlands National Parks. These digital and film images will be used as a baseline to help park managers determine the long-term effects of weathering and aging. The images can also assist researchers interested in investigating how the panels were created, what pigments and paint binders were used, and what changes to the panels were made by later artists. Selected images can also be used in educational and interpretive displays to aid in the understanding and preservation of these important resources.

In addition to the baseline record, Mr. Turner is also photographing the panels in infrared wavelengths, and this is where things really become interesting. Rock art pigments react differently in infrared wavelengths, which are invisible to the human eye, than they do in visible light. Our initial expectation was that lighter pigments, such as white, would become transparent, while darker colors, such as red, would become even darker, allowing the observer to see beneath a white outer layer of pigment to the darker image beneath. This would help reveal vandalized or eroded red pigments that could no longer be seen with the naked eye. What we have discovered, however, is that rock art pigments don't always follow expectations.

The first set of pictures, the Courthouse Wash panel at Arches: visible light (top) and infrared.

The second set of photos, however, confounded our initial expectations. The pigments at the Peek-a-boo Panel in the Needles District did not react as expected to the infrared wavelengths. The white images did not become transparent and the red images did not get darker and more visible. However, some details became much more visible, such as the large trapezoidal figure in the upper right of the panel.
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The Peek-a-boo panel in the Needles: visible light (top) and infrared.

Mr. Turner’s contribution has allowed us to “see” just how little we understand about the processes prehistoric people used to turn minerals into paint. Pigment composition is only one of the interesting areas we plan to research in the future. We are finding these ancient artworks to be more complex and enigmatic than we imagined, and every time we point a camera at another panel, something new and unexpected is revealed.

Mr. Turner’s work was funded by a Discovery Pool Grant from the Canyonlands Natural History Association. For more information about this program, see the sidebar on page three.
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INSIDE CANYONLANDS

Join park rangers as they explore the many features of Canyonlands in our new interpretive video series: Inside Canyonlands. These three to five minute videos provide an in-depth look at topics like Native American history, geology and pothole ecology. All videos are available in a variety of formats, including files suitable for iPods and Apple TV. Learn more and download the videos on our website: www.nps.gov/cany.
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Welcome!

“That in order to preserve an area in the State of Utah possessing superlative scenic, scientific, and archeologic features for the inspiration, benefit and use of the public, there is hereby established the Canyonlands National Park…”

This passage from the public law passed by Congress in 1964 set aside a remarkable landscape containing much of the Colorado and Green river basins around their confluence. As Americans, we hold this to be a special place that preserves a part of this nation’s natural and cultural heritage.

Canyonlands offers a full spectrum of discovery and experience. The Island in the Sky provides a raven's view of endless canyons and mesas. The Needles, whether accessed by vehicle or on foot, is a visual feast that constantly teases you into wanting to see what’s around the next sandstone fin or knob. Venturing into the remote canyons of the Maze District allows visitors to lose and find themselves at the same time. Finally, floating the calm waters of the Green or Colorado rivers is nothing short of soothing therapy for the soul, while the rapids of Cataract Canyon below their confluence resurgence your spirit.

Canyonlands is a place to make and share memories that can sustain you for a long time to come. I hope you rest, relax, recreate and, most importantly, remember your time here. As you leave the park behind, please take a piece of it home in your heart. On behalf of the dedicated National Park Service staff and our many volunteers, I truly hope that you safely enjoy your visit.

Kate Cannon
Superintendent

IT’S ALIVE!

Watch your step as you’re exploring the park. See the back page for more information on living soil crusts.
Preserving the Past

IF YOU ARE FORTUNATE ENOUGH TO HAVE THEOPPORTUNITY TO FLOAT THE GREEN OR COLORADO RIVERS THIS SPRING, YOU MAY SEE A FLUORY OF ACTIVITY AT A FEW OF THE PREHISTORIC SITES LOCATED ALONG THE RIVER.

A small crew of NPS archaeologists will be conducting stabilization work at five sites with standing masonry walls that were recently evaluated as being unstable and in need of preservation. Although built between 700 and 1000 years ago, unlike many other prehistoric structures which have long since been reduced to wall remnants and rubble, these storage structures have withstood the ravages of time and are amazing intact.

Some mortar and stone loss is occurring however, and threatens their future preservation. Natural weathering - water entering the sites due to precipitation, surface runoff, and seepage, wind, animal activity, and bedrock decomposition - has had, and continue to have, a detrimental effect on the masonry walls. Additionally, because of the standing architecture and high visibility of these sites within the river corridor, they are well visited and as a result, exposed to human impacts.

Although visitor damage is largely unintentional, the “wear and tear” from foot traffic, in and around the structures is contributing to their demise. The cumulative effect of these various impacts is resulting in the deterioration of these unique archeological resources and threatens their future preservation.

The 2008 stabilization work will address only those areas of deterioration crucial to maintaining wall stability and preserving the existing architecture. The structures will be stabilized “as is,” correcting weak points within the walls while maintaining their “ruin” appearance. Stabilization mortar will be mixed from locally acquired sediments, as was the case with the prehistoric mortar. A mortar amendment will be added to strengthen the mortar but this will not change the “aboriginal” appearance.

Newly added stones will be used to fill gaps, support overhanging wall sections, and secure loose masonry. The stabilization stones will be gathered off-site from natural rock debris and rubble. Like the mortar, they will be chosen and placed so as to blend in with the surrounding wall.

At some structures, backfill sediments and rock may be added to protect site deposits and support undermined walls impacted by foot traffic and weathering. Stabilization forms and photos will be used to record the preservation work. Since our goal is to make the stabilization repairs invisible and maintain the aboriginal character of the structure, this documentation will be crucial for identifying work areas and tracking future changes.

Although stabilization will address the structural weak points, it will not provide a permanent preservation solution. Natural and human impacts are on-going and the erosional cycle will begin once again. Their preservation depends on the continued commitment of the NPS and park visitor alike.

As site stewards, we all play a role in minimizing impacts to these sites and protect their demise, an important part of our cultural heritage.

Expanding in the Sky

Basics
- Visitor center is open 8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. from April to late October, and 9:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. of the rest of the year. Features exhibits, book and map sales, audio-visual programs, backcountry permits, general information, and park ranger on duty.
- There are no free water sources at the Island. Water is sold in the visitor center at the front desk and at a vending machine outside.
- Orientation movie: Wilderness of Rock is shown on request at the visitor center (15 minutes).
- Vault toilets are located at the visitor center, Grand View Point, Green River Overlook, Upheaval Dome, White Rim Overlook and Willow Flat Campground. The visitor center toilets are wheelchair accessible.

Interactive activities
- Interpretive programs are available for Mesa Arch and Upheaval Dome.
- Ranger programs: Geology talks (30 minutes) are presented daily at 10:30 and 11:30 a.m. at Grand View Point (April to late October). Porch talks and activities are presented daily (April to September). Check at the visitor center or campground for times and topics.

For kids
- Free Junior Ranger booklets are available at the visitor center.
- Kids age 5 and up can earn a Junior Ranger badge by completing four or more activities. Kids can also attend a Family Program (summer only), or check out an Explorer Pack: a backpack filled with activities and tools to help you have fun in the park. For hiking, kids enjoy peeking through Mesa Arch and climbing the back of the whale at Whale Rock. Use caution as there are unfenced overlooks on both of these trails.

What to do with your day
- First, stop at the visitor center for current information on trails, roads, interpretive programs, weather, or to watch the park orientation movie.
- If you have 2 hours: Drive to Grand View Point or Green River Overlook. Hike to Mesa Arch.

- If you have 4 hours: Drive to Grand View Point, Green River Overlook and Upheaval Dome. Hike the Grand View Point, Mesa Arch, and Upheaval Dome Overlook trails.

- If you have 8 hours: Visit every overlook. Hike several mesa top trails or one of the more strenuous trails descending to the White Rim. Enjoy lunch on the trail or at White Rim Overlook or Upheaval Dome picnic areas.

If you are interested in geology:
- View the exhibits at the visitor center and pick up a geology handout. Visit Grand View Point to see the rock layers or attend a geology talk (spring through fall). Visit Upheaval Dome and hike to the first overlook.

If you are interested in natural history:
- View the visitor center exhibits and pick up a free natural history handout. As you pass through Gray’s Pictur, watch for mule deer or big horn sheep. Walk the Mesa Arch or Neck Spring trails and learn about native plants.

If you are interested in human history:
- View the visitor center exhibits and pick up a free handout. Hike the Aztec Butte Trail to see ancestral Puebloan ruins. Hike the Neck Spring Trail to view remnants of the ranching era. Old fences and corrals are visible along the scenic drive and Murphy Point Trail. Also, old mining roads are visible from most overlooks.

If you are interested in watching sunrise/sunset:
- Find out sunrise and sunset times at the visitor center. Visit Mesa Arch at dawn. Visit Green River Overlook or Grand View Point at dusk for incomparable views of sunset over the canyons. Hike to the top of Aztec Butte for a spectacular view of the Island in the Sky and surrounding countryside.
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I started out with a vague idea of my destination and an even more vague idea of what exactly I was looking for. I figured that I would know it when I saw it. I walked for a while among various park equipment and supplies until I saw something that seemed out of place. Pipes and wires were sticking out of the ground connected to a solar panel. This had to be it.

The strange piece of equipment I have sought out is part of a project called USArray. It is one of 400 similar stations blanketing the West and marks one point in a giant grid that stretches from the Pacific Coast to the Rockies. Underground, a metal box houses a seismograph, a small device that records vibrations in the Earth caused by everything from earthquakes thousands of miles away to a car passing by. Scientists hope to use the information recorded by these instruments to understand processes that are going on deep beneath the surface of the Earth. I jump up and down, doing my best to hurry things along before heading back to the car.

Canyonlands National Park sits atop the North American continent, the huge block of land that contains the US, Canada, Mexico, and Greenland. While the surface features are fairly well understood, the inner workings of the continent and what lies below it are still shrouded in mystery. The difficulty comes from the fact that we have no way of seeing inside the earth. The goal of the USArray project is to do just that. Geologists hope to use the data recorded by these observing stations to help develop a picture of the landscape below the surface. Vibrations that travel through the Earth take different paths and move at different speeds depending on the structure and composition of the material through which they move. Geologists can look at the information collected from the seismographs and use it to construct models of the subterranean geology. Once they have an idea of what North America looks like on the inside, scientists can begin to understand the continent’s history and how it came to be the land we know today. The team also hopes to gain insight into earthquakes and volcanic eruptions in the hopes of understanding their mechanics; why do they happen, when and where they do.

USArray is one component of an even larger project called EarthScope, which has been referred to as the world’s largest observatory pointed at the Earth. Other components include studying California’s San Andreas Fault deep underground, using GPS units to measure the movement of tectonic plates, and analyzing radar images to measure strain building in the Earth’s crust. Projects take place all across the United States, in almost every county, connecting many different communities in a common project of exploration and discovery. EarthScope relies on partners like the National Park Service to provide good locations for observation stations, GPS units, and seismographs. In return, the scientists share the information they collect with the parks so that everyone can learn more about our dynamic and changing Earth.

As I stand next to this piece of highly sophisticated scientific equipment that seems so at home amongst the gravel and two-by-fours of the storage yard, I picture it clicking away underground. It reaches out to its siblings scattered throughout the West and together they peer into the earth measuring, drawing…creating a giant net of discovery. I wish that I could see what they see, the inner workings of our planet, but I suppose I’ll just have to wait for the science to unfold. I jump one more time to hurry things along before heading back to the car.

A small footprint: a few solar panels power the seismic stations and the satellite dish that transmits the data they record.
How hot will it be?

IF YOU'RE PLANNING A TRIP TO THE ISLAND IN THE SKY DISTRICT OF CANYONLANDS, you might be wondering: “What will the temperature be like in June when the kids are out of school?” And you might be told that the “official” average high in June 2007 was 86°F, while the average measured low was 64°F.

However, these official readings are taken at the visitor center weather station, which is in a shady, ventilated white box about four feet above the ground. Temperatures in the sun can be much hotter, as visitors to the Island have been discovering in a simple experiment.

In the experiment, temperatures were recorded by four thermometers, all in full sun but each treated in a different way. One thermometer was exposed to the full sun. Another sat in a white tube, which was intended to mimic the effect of wearing light-colored clothing. A third thermometer was in a black tube (dark clothing), while a fourth sat in a wet, gauze-covered tube (wet, light-colored clothing).

Each day during the summer of 2007, visitors recorded temperatures from these thermometers at a temporary station in front of the visitor center. Their findings were remarkable!

While the “official” high temperature might have been 86°F last June, the temperature of your skin exposed to the sun was probably more like 98°F, just like the exposed thermometer. If you were wearing white clothing, your surface temperature would have been somewhat cooler (93°F) because light colors reflect the sun’s radiation.

But if you happened to be wearing dark clothing (which absorb more of the sun’s radiation), your surface temperature might have soared as high as 108°F, inviting serious heat exhaustion. Most dramatically, if you had worn wet, light-colored clothing, evaporative cooling could have reduced your surface temperature down to a very comfortable 75°F. The average temperatures recorded by 165 visitors are shown here in a graph.

Of course, many other factors can affect the surface temperature of your skin. Is your clothing a loose or a tight weave? Is there a breeze? What is the relative humidity?

But the answer to “How hot will it be?” depends on a great deal on how you dress. You can lower your surface temperature by protecting yourself with clothing and a hat that reflect as much of the sun’s radiation as possible. You’ll likely feel even more comfortable if you keep your clothing and hat wet.

In addition, drinking lots of water will help keep your body hydrated and allow natural sweating and evaporation to cool it. Drinking one gallon of water per person per day is a good rule of thumb.

So, enjoy the summer sun, but be temperature smart. Dress, and drink, for the season!

Special thanks to all of the visitors who participated in this experiment.